within the Deleuzian mind. A journey that starts from a Spinoza of Expressionism who is understood as an important milestone on the road to a philosophy of difference, moves through a Spinoza of A Thousand Plateaus, who is now the supreme philosopher of nature itself, to ending, in What is Philosophy? with a Spinoza, who is transfigured into a Christ for philosophy itself. However, as it is clearly impossible to consider in the scope of a single essay all the intricacies involved in this sequence, I will limit myself in two regards. Firstly I will concentrate more on the role of Leibniz, as problem setter, than of Spinoza as problem solver and secondly I will concentrate especially on the fate of the body within Deleuzian thought, and attempt to show how the evolving LeibnizSpinoza dynamic, at each turn produced a new account of the Body.
The first conjunction
Perhaps unlike later encounters between Leibniz and Spinoza, there is a real urgency in the account of Leibniz within Expressionism. Deleuze wishes to argue that Spinoza has a concept synonymous with differentiation, and yet Spinoza explicitly at least, develops no such idea. Deleuze can therefore only uncover 'differentiation' within Spinoza by arguing that Leibniz and Spinoza are developing the same basic argument and that consequently at the point at which Leibniz clearly introduces a notion of the differential, one can infer that Spinoza will likewise require an equivalent (if obscure) concept. For the Leibniz of Expressionism, the differential derivative force is given by the 'forces of acting and suffering' (AG 160-2). Deleuze suggests that the equivalent to this differential force is found in Spinoza's fairly often-repeated claim that the mind is capable (or apt) to do many things, as its body is likewise capable. (Ethics II/97, II/103, II/239, II/305, henceforth 'E') Deleuze's argument for this equivalence is based on a supposed 'Anti-Cartesian Reaction'. Descartes had instituted a nature that was understood purely in terms of a mathematical and mechanistic science. Nature was thereby stripped of powers which became rather the preserves of beings outside nature. (Subject or God, EPS 227). This 'Reaction' involved the attempt to re-establish force and power within nature. Deleuze suggests that this was achieved via a threefold schema, of mechanism, force and essence, which he suggests applies equally to Spinoza and Leibniz, even if it is only explicitly stated in the latter. If one starts with purely extrinsic movements, it is clear that they explain everything that happens within the body in terms of mechanical laws. And yet it is also the case that such movements can only be related to a body (as
